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The performance expectations for commercial wind turbines, from a variety of geograph-
ical regions with differing wind regimes, present significant techno-commercial challenges
to manufacturers. The determination of which commercial turbine types perform the best
under differing wind regimes can provide unique insights into the complex demands of
a concerned target market. In this paper, a comprehensive methodology is developed
to explore the suitability of commercially available wind turbines (when operating as a
group/array) to the various wind regimes occurring over a large target market. The three
major steps of this methodology include: (i) characterizing the geographical variation of
wind regimes in the target market, (ii) determining the best performing turbines (in terms
of minimum COE accomplished) for different wind regimes, and (iii) developing a metric
to investigate the performance-based expected market suitability of currently available tur-
bine feature combinations. The best performing turbines for different wind regimes are
determined using the Unrestricted Wind Farm Layout Optimization (UWFLO) method.
Expectedly, the larger sized and higher rated-power turbines provide better performance
at lower average wind speeds. However, for wind resources higher than class-4, the perfor-
mances of lower-rated power turbines are fairly competitive, which could make them better
choices for sites with complex terrain or remote location. In addition, turbines with direct
drive are observed to perform significantly better than turbines with more conventional
gear-based drive-train. The market considered in this paper is mainland USA, for which
wind map information is obtained from NREL. Interestingly, it is found that overall higher
rated-power turbines with relatively lower tower heights are most favored in the onshore
US market.
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I. Introduction

A. Role of Turbine Selection in Wind Farm Design

In recent years, growing climate change concerns and unstable fossil fuel prices have increased the focus on
sustainable energy resources, such as wind and solar energy. According to 2011 data, wind energy contributed
towards 3% (approximately) of the worldwide electricity consumption.1 The intermittency of a wind resource
and the variation of wind resources (or wind pattern) over time and from place to place present significant
challenges to the full-scale development of wind energy. Appreciable work has been done (and is ongoing)
to account for the variation of wind conditions at a particular site (e.g. wind distribution modeling) and
to address the intermittency of wind resources (e.g. energy storage technologies). In contrast, there has
been limited amount of work that investigates the complex demands on wind turbine performance presented
by the variety of wind patterns (e.g. different wind classes) likely in a target market. In this context, to
promote better decision making both at the level of the turbine manufacturers and the farm developers in
different geographical regions, the following explorations are necessary:

• What type(s) of commercial turbines are suitable for different wind regimes, and how frequently do
these wind regimes occur in a target market (indicating the likely market-demand of different turbines)?

• How does the Cost of Energy (COE), accomplished using the most suitable turbine type(s) operating
under optimal settings, vary with the wind pattern?

A turbine (or a set of turbines) that offers the most attractive trade-off between (i) its life cycle costs
and (ii) its long-term power generation capacity for the predicted site conditions can be considered suitable
for the concerned wind site. The average wind speed rating for a turbine is generally provided by the
manufacturer, as a component of the specified IEC Wind Turbine Class rating. However, considering that
each turbine operates as a part of an entire array in a commercial wind farm, the relation of its actual power
generation performance to its average wind speed rating is seldom straightforward. In quantifying the energy
production capacity of a farm, it is important to recognize and account for the wake-induced interactions
among the turbines in the farm. To this end, the farm layout and the turbine type selection should be
considered in coherence.2

Another important aspect of turbine performance is its load bearing capacity. In this context, the IEC
wind turbine rating provides the compatibility of the turbine with respect to standard turbulence intensity
measures. The determination of the local average wind gusts at a site and the subsequent turbulence in-
tensity measures is a crucial part of wind resource assessment. However, such information is site specific,
and long term turbulence intensity maps for an extended region (e.g. entire US) are generally not available.
In this paper, the suitability of a wind turbine is defined by its likelihood to get selected during wind farm
optimization - which in turn depends on the minimum COE that can be accomplished using a particular
type of turbine. The COE is a function of the cost of the wind farm attributed to the turbines and the
energy production capacity of the group of turbines. The energy production capacity depends on the local
distribution of wind conditions. Commercially available wind turbines are defined in terms of four major
features: (i) power characteristics, (ii) rotor-diameter, (iii) hub height, and (iv) drive-train type. Information
regarding the last three features can be readily obtained from the brochures provided online by each manu-
facturer. The power curve data is however not freely available for every commercial turbine. We therefore
develop a generic power curve that can be scaled based on the specified values of the cut-in, cut-out and
rated wind speeds and the rated power.

To determine the optimal turbine type(s) for a given wind resource, the Unrestricted Wind Farm Layout
optimization (UWFLO) methodology is adopted. The UWFLO method is an evolution from the state-of-
the-art in wind farm optimization;3–8 majority of the other existing methods do not explicitly account for
turbine type selection during the layout optimization process. UWFLO allows the optimal selection of both a
single turbine type and a combination of multiple turbine types for the wind farm. In addition, the UWFLO
method estimates (from recorded data) and uses the distribution of wind speed and direction in quantifying
the energy production of a candidate farm design (instead of assuming uniform wind conditions). The next
section discusses how wind resources can be characterized in terms of the local distribution of wind speed.
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B. Geographical Distribution of Wind Regimes

The variety of wind regimes is popularly characterized by wind classes. In the 7-class system,9 each wind
class spans two values of mean wind speed and the two associated values of wind power density (WPD). The
mean wind speed is based on Rayleigh speed distribution of equivalent mean wind power density.9 Both the
mean wind speed and the WPD values can be considered as measures of the resource strength of a wind site.
Information regarding what values of mean/average wind speed are experienced in different parts of a region
is often available in the form of wind maps. The number of ranges of average wind speed in a wind map need
not be restricted to the seven wind classes. Based on the wind map information - i.e. areas under different
ranges of average wind speed - the distribution of average wind speed over the region can be determined.
Using a distribution of wind regimes avoids a deterministic representation of what portions of a region are
under different wind resource strengths, which is useful considering the uncertainties inherent in the creation
of wind maps. This determination of the geographical distribution of wind regimes over an entire target
market area is the first step to understanding the the likely success of different commercial wind turbines in
the concerned region.

In this paper, the geographical distribution of averaged wind speed over mainland USA is determined
from the US wind map. To this end, the onshore wind map for USA provided by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL)10 is used. The estimated average wind speed at any location is abbreviated as
AWS in the remainder of the paper. Image processing and data extraction techniques are applied to the
US wind map to estimate the areas under different wind speeds in the range 3 - 10 m/s, corresponding to
a height of 80 m above ground level. The wind map data used in this paper does not include the states of
Alaska and Hawaii. A normal distribution model is used to represent the geographical variations of long term
AWS over mainland USA. When wind farm optimization is performed for a given AWS, the corresponding
wind resource is represented by an estimated Rayleigh distribution of wind speed. The probability of the
particular AWS value in the concerned target market (given by the geographical distribution of AWS) in this
case provides a measure of the likely market-demand of the corresponding optimally selected turbine.

C. Exploring “Turbine - Wind Regime” Compatibilities

The determination of suitable commercial-scale turbines and their optimal placement for a given resource is
itself a complex process, considering limiting assumptions are not made.2, 11 The determination of suitable
commercial turbine types and their likely demand in an entire target market with different wind regimes
is therefore a challenging task; to the best of the authors’ knowledge, such an exploration is rare in the
literature. To accomplish this challenging task, this paper develops a comprehensive methodology that
comprises the following three steps:

Step 1 We characterize the geographical variation/distribution of wind regimes (in terms of AWS) in the
target market - the US onshore market in this case.

Step 2 We determine the type(s) of commercial turbines that provide the minimum COE values, when
operating in an optimized layout, for the different wind regimes (that occur in the concerned region).

Step 3 We determine the likely demand (or market-success) of the currently available (commercial-scale)
combinations of rated powers, turbine rotor diameters and hub heights, over the entire target market.

We also develop regression models to quantify the variation of minimized COE with AWS for turbines
with different rated powers, which provides unique comparative insights into the capabilities of current
commercial wind turbine systems. The next section describes the estimation of the geographical distribution
of wind regimes and the development of the comprehensive framework to determine suitable commercial
turbines for different wind regimes. Section III (i) presents the optimal set of wind turbines (for different
wind regimes) obtained by the proposed methodology, (ii) discusses their performances with respect to AWS,
and (iii) provides insight into their likely market suitability in the US onshore wind energy market. The last
section provides concluding remarks regarding the proposed methodology and its application.
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II. Determination of the Operating-Conditions Compatible Wind Turbines

A. Characterizing the Wind Regimes in USA

A national wind resource assessment of the US and subsequent wind map data is provided by NREL’s
Geographic Information System (GIS),10 as shown in Fig. 1. The annual AWS data corresponds to a
resolution of 1/3 degree of latitude by 1/4 degree of longitude. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the onshore
wind resource in USA varies approximately between average wind speeds of 4.0 m/s to 9.0 m/s at a height
of 80 m above ground level. This variation spans a range of wind resource strengths from Class 1 to Class
5.9

Figure 1. Wind Map of USA, published by NREL10

In the context of extracting data for the spatial distribution of wind speed, the filled contour colors on
the map provide the required data. All other information on the map, e.g. state names and state boundaries,
can be considered as sources of noise. Using MATLAB c© image processing tools, these sources of noise are
first filtered out. The wind speed values, based on the color in every pixel within the boundaries of US,
are registered as the average wind data for the corresponding locations. A 0.5 m/s interval is used to map
the pixel color to AWS values. An overall resolution of 1700× 2200 pixels is used for the wind map. Each
wind speed regime thus spans over 0.5 m/s, where the range under consideration goes from 3.5 m/s to 10.0
m/s. It should be noted that, wind speeds below 3.5 m/s are ignored, since they represent marginal wind
resources. Hence, locations with AWS below 3.5 m/s are not feasible wind energy sites, and can be excluded
from the target market of wind turbines. It should also be noted that in this study, all onshore land area
(on US soil) that experiences wind speeds above 3.5 m/s are treated as prospective wind farm sites, and
therefore a part of the turbine market. In reality, a substantial portion of this land area is not suitable
for wind farm development, owing to factors such as: (i) forests, (ii) human population, (iii) industry, (iv)
environmental restrictions, (v) complex topography, (vi) particular types of agriculture, and (vii) distance
from major gridlines. These factors are not taken into account in this paper.

A histogram of the extracted AWS data for onshore USA is shown in Fig. 2(a). A Gaussian probability
density function (pdf) is used to represent the distribution of this AWS data, which is illustrated in Fig.
2(b). It is observed that the distribution of the average onshore wind speed (in USA) has a mean of 5.6 m/s
and a standard deviation of 1.3 m/s.

B. Framework to Determine Optimal Turbine Choices

The choice of operating-conditions-compatible turbines is based on which turbine type(s) lead to the lowest
Cost of Energy (COE) for the wind farm. The COE of a farm depends both on the cost of the turbines
(installed) and on the performance of the turbines as members of the array. The COE is minimized for a
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(a) Histogram of the AWS data in m/s
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(b) Normal distribution of the AWS data (µ = 5.6 m/s and
σ = 1.3 m/s)

Figure 2. Distribution of average wind speed (AWS) over onshore USA

given nameplate capacity by optimizing the selection and the placement of the turbines in the farm. To this
end, we use the Unrestricted Wind Farm Layout Optimization (UWFLO) framework.2, 11

In the UWFLO power generation model, the incoming wind is assumed to follow a log profile.12 The
growth of the wake behind a turbine is determined using the wake growth model proposed by Frandsen
et al.13 The corresponding energy deficit behind a turbine is determined using the velocity deficit model
developed by Katic et al.14 and widely used in wind farm power generation estimation.7, 8, 15 A wake
superposition model, also developed by Katic et al.,14 is adopted to evaluate the wake merging effects. The
UWFLO power generation model also accounts for the possibility of a turbine being ‘partially’ in the wake
of another turbine located upwind. The net power generated by the wind farm, for a given wind speed
and direction, is evaluated by the sum of the powers generated by the individual turbines. The wind farm
power generation model developed in UWFLO has been successfully validated by Chowdhury et al.2 against
published experimental data.16

The energy production over a defined time period is determined by integrating (numerically) the power
generation function over the distribution of wind speed and direction (estimated for that time period). The
Wind Turbine Design Cost and Scaling model, reported by Fingersh et al.,17 is adopted to estimate the cost
of the farm attributable to the turbines installed. The farm dimensions and the minimum distance required
between any two turbines are treated as system constraints during optimization. An advanced mixed-discrete
Particle Swarm Optimization11, 18, 19 is applied to perform the optimization.

In order to determine optimal turbine choices for different wind regimes, a set of sample AWS values
are generated using Sobol’s quasirandom sequence generator.20 Optimization of the layout and turbine
selection is then performed by treating each sample AWS as the incoming wind speed to yield the pool of
operating-conditions compatible turbine types. However, an important factor to consider in this context is:
the power generated by a turbine is proportional to the third degree of the approaching wind speed. Since wind
speeds vary significantly over time, using an uniform incoming wind speed equivalent to the local AWS can
introduce significant errors into the estimated power generation. To mitigate such errors, we instead use the
1-parameter Rayleigh distribution to account for the wind speed variations; this distribution is estimated by
using the sample AWS as its mean. For a location where the AWS is s m/s, the parameter σ of the Rayleigh
distribution is given by

σ = s

√

2

π
(1)

For illustration purposes, a set of 10 sample AWS are generated - which is representative of 10 different wind
regimes. The Rayleigh distributions corresponding to the 10 sample AWS are shown in Fig. 3.

The nameplate capacity and the land dimensions of the farm are fixed for each wind farm optimization.
A circular wind farm shape is assumed to avoid any directional bias that could be introduced if a rectangular
farm shape (with fixed aspect ratio) is assumed.21 The area of the circular farm, Afarm, is expressed as a
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Figure 3. Rayleigh distributions capturing the variation over time for given average wind speed (AWS)

function of the allowed land-area per MW installed, as given by:

Afarm = t×max
(

D2/Pr

)

× PNC (2)

where PNC represents the specified (fixed) nameplate capacity of the farm, and t is an integer. The parame-
ters D and Pr respectively represent the generic rotor diameter and the rated power of commercial turbines.
Based on land-use data from 172 individual wind energy projects in the USA, NREL reported average area
requirements as 34.5± 22.4 hectares/MW.22 With a specified t = 21 in this paper, the above formula allows
a meagre 11.7 hectares/MW of land area for the wind farms to be optimized; such a stringent specification
promotes turbines and layout plans that can have minimum impact on the farm surroundings (an important
factor to consider in wind farm development). The following two subsections describe how we quantify the
performance of each turbine and the cost attributable to each turbine.

1. Turbine Characterization Model

To quantify the power generation performance, every turbine is defined in terms of the three primary fea-
tures/properties: (i) rated power and power characteristics, (ii) rotor-diameter, and (iii) hub height. The
rotor-diameter and the hub-height of a turbine determine which part of (and what extent of) the wind pro-
file the turbine will be subject to. They also regulate the dimensions of the wake produced by the turbine.
Hence, for a array of turbines, the rotor-diameter and the hub-height play important roles in regulating the
overall mutual shading effects and the subsequent energy availability within the farm. The values of these
two feature are readily available for most commercial wind turbines.

The rated power and the power characteristics on the other hand determine how much power can be
generated by the turbine for any given incoming wind speed. These properties are implicit to the power curve
if available. However, information regarding the “power vs. wind speed” variation is not readily available for
all commercial turbines; generally the rated power, the rated speed, and the cut-in and cut-out speeds are
specified by manufacturers. Hence, a generalized power curve (Pn) is developed using the data for a popular
turbine in the US market: GE 1.5 MW xle.23 To this end, a 5th degree polynomial is fitted to the data, as
shown in Fig. 4. As it is seen from this figure, the power generated (P ) and the incoming wind speed (U)
are normalized with respect to the rated power (Pr) and rated speed (Ur), respectively.

Using this generalized power curve (Pn), along with the rated power and the cut-in, cut-out and rated
speed specifications, the actual power curve of any other turbine can be approximated as:

P

Pr

=















Pn

U − Uin

Ur − Uin

, if Uin < U < Ur

1, if Ur < U < Uout

0, if Uout < U or U < Uin

(3)
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where Pn represents the polynomial fit for the normalized power curve. This generalized power characteristics
estimation strategy has been used for ready implementation purposes; if power response data is available for
a particular wind turbine, a unique power curve specific to that turbine should ideally be determined and
used.

2. Wind Farm Cost Model

Since the mid-1990s, wind turbine design configurations have become more standardized. As a result, a
generic model could be developed to estimate the cost of wind turbine components. Around this time, the
Department of Energy (DOE) started the Wind Partnership for Advanced Component Technology (Wind-
PACT) projects. The aim of these projects was to investigate how to reduce the cost of wind turbine
production.24 Fingersh et al.17 extended the WindPACT projects by preparing a Wind Turbine Design
Cost and Scaling Model (WTDCS) for the then-modern wind turbine configurations, in terms of 2002 US
dollars. In this model, the turbines are assumed to be three bladed, upwind, pitch-controlled, variable-speed
with active yaw, and mounted on steel tubular towers. According to the WTDCS model, the cost of a farm
attributed to one turbine, CFT, can be expressed as

CFT = CMF + CBS + CLR + COM (4)

where CMF ,CBS ,CLR,and COM represent the total manufacturing cost, the balance-of-station cost, the
levelized replacement cost (LRC), and the operation and maintenance (O&M) cost, respectively.

The annual O&M cost in the WTDCS model is represented as a simple linear function of the annual
energy production (AEP), i.e., COM = 0.007×AEP , which does not adequately account for the dependency
of the O&M cost on the turbine features and the site location (geography and wind pattern). Instead, this
function places turbines with a higher energy production capacity (for a given resource) at a disadvantage,
which is not entirely realistic. At the same time, for onshore turbines the O&M cost is a small fraction of
the total cost of the farm. Therefore, we do not include the O&M cost in the wind farm cost model used in
this paper.

The manufacturing cost, CMF, is an aggregate of the turbine component costs. The component costs
are represented in the WTDCS model as functions of the following important features of the turbine: rotor
diameter, hub height, and machine rating (rated power). In this paper, we provide the mathematical
expressions for the cost of the major components of a turbine, which include the blades, gearbox, generator,
Variable-Speed-Electronics, and tower. Detailed formulation of the component costs can be found in the
paper by Fingersh et al.17 The blade cost is given by the sum of the blade material cost and the labor cost,
both of which are defined in terms of the rotor diameter. The blade cost, CBL, is expressed as

CBL =
(

(0.05×D3
− 21051.00)+ (0.4843×D2.5025)

)

/(1− 0.28) (5)
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where D denotes the rotor diameter of the turbine.
The estimation of the costs of gearboxes and generators is generally challenging owing to the various

configurations available. The WTDCS model considered four different configurations that include (i) the
three-stage planetary/helical gearbox with high-speed generator,(ii) the single-stage drive with medium-speed
generator, (iii) the multi-path drive with multiple generators, and (iv) the direct drive with no gearbox. Till
recently, a majority of the available wind turbines were equipped with the three-stage gearbox-based drive-
train with the high-speed generator. However, in the last couple of years direct-drive turbines have started
to become popular as well. The gearbox cost and the generator cost (CGB and CGN) for the three-stage
drive and the generator cost direct-drive (CDGN ) are given below:

Three− stage gear : CGB = 16.45× P 1.249
r ; CGN = 65.00× Pr

Direct− drive : CDGN = 219.33× Pr

(6)

where Pr denotes the rated power. Assuming that the turbine has a power convertor, the total cost of the
variable-speed electronics, (CVE), is expressed as

CVE = 79.00× Pr (7)

The cost of the tower can be represented as a function of its weight, which in turn is expressed as a function
of the hub height and the swept area. The weight (MTW) and the cost (CTW) of tower made of advanced
materials are given by

MTW = 0.2694×AS ×H + 1779.00

CTW = 1.50×MTW

(8)

In Eq. 8, H is the hub height of the turbine, and AS is swept area given by AS = πD2/4.
The balance-of-station cost (CBS) primarily includes the costs of roads and civil work (CRC) and that of

electrical connections (CEC); these costs24, 25 are given by

CRC = Pr × (0.00000217× P 2
r − 0.0145× Pr + 69.54)

CEC = Pr ×
(

0.00000349× P 2
r − 0.0221× Pr + 109.70

) (9)

The Levelized Replacement Cost (CLR), which includes the costs of long-term replacements and overhaul of
the major turbine components, is given by

CLR = 10.70× Pr (10)

Further details of the assumptions and the cost formulation of other wind turbine components can be
found in Figersh et al.17 The general configuration of three-bladed wind turbines has not changed significantly
since 2006. Hence the cost model developed by Fingersh et al. is practically applicable to compare costs of
commercial turbines currently available in the market (as intended in this paper).

III. Optimal Turbine Choices and their Performance

A. Turbine Selection for different Resource Strengths: Settings and Results

For each sample average wind speed (AWS) value in the range 3.5 - 10.0 m/s, wind farm optimization is
performed to minimize the Cost of Energy (COE). The COE for a candidate farm is given by

COE =
N × CFT

Efarm

(11)

where N is the number of turbines; the annual energy production (AEP), Efarm, is estimated by numerically
integrating the UWFLO power generation model over the Rayleigh distribution of wind speed associated with
the concerned AWS value. The Monte Carlo integration technique is employed11 using a set of 20 random
wind speed values in the range 3.0 - 25.0 m/s. Other specified details of the generic wind farm is given in
Table 1.

For a given installed capacity of the farm, the number of turbines in the farm is automatically determined
by the choice of the turbine rated power. In the UWFLO method, simultaneous optimization of turbine
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Table 1. Specified properties of the generic wind farm site

Property Value

Nameplate capacity 25.0 MW

Radius of the circular farm 964.0 m

Average terrain roughness 0.1 m (grassland)

Density of air 1.2 kg/m3

selection and placement involves 2N + 1 design variables - 2N turbine coordinates, and 1 turbine type
indicator. Hence, differing choice of rated powers yields candidate farm designs with differing numbers
of design variables. Such candidate designs with different variable space dimensions cannot be typically
optimized together. Therefore, for each sample AWS, optimization has to be separately run to test the
performances of commercial turbines with differing rated powers. In this paper, we test 131 globally available
commercial turbines from the following manufacturers: GE, Vestas, Enercon, Siemens, Goldwind, Suzlon,
and Gamesa. Some of these turbines are however not currently available in the US market; they are still
included to lend more flexibility to the wind-regime-compatible turbine exploration process. At the same
time, a handful of turbines that are available in the US market could not be included owing to the lack of
complete feature information (online) regarding these turbines. Table 2 lists what rated-power turbines (and
how many variants) are considered. It is important to note that the effective installed capacity of the farm
is fixed at 25± 1 MW, to allow a realistic whole number of turbines for each rated-power class.

Table 2. Major commercial turbine choices in the US onshore market

Rated-power class (MW) No. of available choices No. installed in the farm

0.60 3 42

0.80 7 31

0.85 13 29

0.90 3 28

1.25 6 20

1.50 16 17

1.60 5 16

1.80 10 14

2.00 36 13

2.30 14 11

2.60 3 10

2.75 4 9

3.00 11 8

For a set of n random AWS values and the allowed 13 different turbine rated powers (Table 2), wind
farm optimization has to be run 13n times, which can be computationally expensive. Through numerical
experiments we found that a sample size of n = 25 provides an acceptable representation of the geographical
distribution of AWS, while keeping the overall computational expense of the 13n optimization reasonable.
In the case of each sample AWS, the results of the optimizations corresponding to the 13 different turbine
rated-power classes are compared to determine the best turbine choice. Figure 5 shows what rated-power
turbines perform the best, i.e. provide the lowest COE on optimization. It can be observed from Fig. 5 that
the 3 MW turbines performed the best for lower values of AWS (< 6.5 m/s), while the 2.3 MW turbines
performed the best for higher wind speeds (> 6.5 m/s). Only, for the the AWS value of 7.15 m/s, a 1.5 MW
turbine performed the best. Higher rated-power turbines (generally with larger swept areas) can extract
more power for the wind, thereby delivering higher capacity factors; hence, they are suitable for sites with
low average wind speeds. For higher average wind speeds, the likely greater cost of these higher rated-
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Figure 5. Rated powers of turbines that provide the lowest minimized COE for different AWS

power turbines (compared to low rated-power turbines) generally offset the benefits of their greater power
production capability. In that case, lower rated-power turbines, which are generally cheaper and provide
reasonable capacity factors, become more suitable for sites with higher average wind speeds. Interestingly,
it is also found that all the 25 best performing turbines are of the direct-drive type. This
observation shows that direct-drive turbines are capable of delivering better COE than turbines with the
conventional three-stage-gear drive-train, irrespective of the resource strength (AWS value); which conforms
with the ongoing industry shift from conventional gear-based drive-train to the direct-drive system.26–29

It is important to note that the current paper uses the overall energy production capacity of turbines
as the underlying measure of their engineering performance (included within the COE estimate). In reality,
other turbine-related factors such as (i) the wind loading capacity(response to different scale of turbulence),
(ii) the convenience of transport and installation (which is site dependent), (iii) ease of maintenance, and
finally (iv) the availability of turbine models and their operational/performance histories play important
roles in deciding the suitable turbine choices for particular site. Hence, we provide more flexible illustrations
of how the currently available commercial turbines with differing features perform for different AWS values.
Figure 6 shows the variation (with AWS) of the minimum COE accomplished by the best performing turbines
from each rated-power type (through wind farm optimization). Figure 7 shows the variation (with AWS) of
the capacity factor accomplished by the best performing turbines from each rated-power type (through wind
farm optimization). The costs of the optimized farm configurations for each AWS are shown in Fig. 8; these
costs are based on the costs of the corresponding best performing turbines, and are expressed in terms of
hourly cost per kW installed ($/kWh). The hourly cost per kW installed is estimated by dividing the total
farm cost by “365× 24× tyears”, where the lifetime of the farm, tyears, is assumed to be 20 years; using the
hourly cost helps in directly comparing the installed cost with the cost of producing energy (COE).
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Figure 6. The minimized COE given by the best performing turbines (of each rated-power type) for each
sample AWS value

Expectedly, the minimized COE decreases with increasing AWS (Fig. 6). It is also observed that
beyond 7.0 m/s, the decrease in COE is marginal. Overall, lower COE values are accomplished by the (best
performing) higher-rated power turbines. However, there are exceptions to this trend. Figure 6 shows that
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contrary to the general trend, the commercially available 0.80 MW turbines performed better (particularly
for low AWS) than turbines in the following higher rated-power classes: 0.85 MW, 0.90 MW, 1.25 MW, 1.60
MW, 1.80 MW, 2.60 MW, and 2.75 MW. Similarly, the commercially available 1.50 MW turbines performed
better (particularly for low AWS) than turbines in higher rated-power classes of 1.60 Mw, 1.80 MW, 2.60
MW, and 2.75 MW. With the exception of the 0.90 MW turbine class, all these other “higher-rated yet
dominated” turbines classes did not have direct-drive variants available (among ones used in this paper),
unlike the 0.80 MW and 1.50 MW rated-power classes. This important observation again goes on to show how
direct-drive turbines have a distinct advantage over their conventional three-stage-gear-based counterparts.

It is also interesting to note that for high average wind speeds (AWS > 8.0 m/s), there is
less than 25% difference in the minimum COE accomplished by the best performing turbines
of different rated-power classes. This observation shows that smaller rated-power turbine may
well be more suited for sites with high average wind speeds. The transport, installation,
and O&M of the larger turbines (with higher rated powers) often involve unique logistic and
practical challenges in addition to the likely greater wind loading issues at high AWS sites,
thereby making them less attractive for such sites. On comparing the cost of producing energy, or
COE (Fig. 6), with the installed cost (Fig. 8), we find that at lower AWS (around 4.0 m/s) the COE is
almost an order of magnitude more than the installed cost for the lower rated-power turbines. Such high
costs may not be economically feasible for wind farm development, thereby decreasing the practical likelihood
of using (currently available) lower rated-power turbines in low wind speed regions. The cost of the best
performing turbines (Fig. 8) do not follow any particular trend with respect to the turbine rated power, since
currently available turbines come with different combinations of rotor diameters and tower heights. Among
those currently available, the best performing 0.90 MW turbines are estimated to be the least expensive
while the best performing 1.80 MW turbines are estimated to be the most expensive.

Although power generated by a stand-alone turbine is proportional to the cubic degree of the approaching
wind speed (assuming uniform flow), the capacity factor of the optimized farm is observed to follow more of a
linear variation with AWS (Fig. 7). This observation can be primarily attributed to the use of a distribution
of wind speed (instead of a constant AWS) and the effect of wake losses within the farm. Based on this
capacity factor variation trend, the minimized COE is expected to vary as a inverse polynomial function of
the AWS; this expectation conforms with the observed trends in Fig. 6. We therefore performed inverse
polynomial regression (multiplicative surrogate modeling) to provide uniquely helpful analytical expression
for COE as function of AWS, corresponding to each rated-power class. The generic expression can be
represented as

COE = c1s
c2 (12)

where c1 and c2 are unknown coefficients, such that c1 > 0 and c2 < 0; s represents the AWS. The regression
fits, corresponding to the 13 turbine rated-power classes, are shown in Fig. 9. The coefficient values and
the accuracy measures of the regression fits are provided in Table 3. It is readily evident from the R2 values
(> 0.96) and the root-mean-squared (RSM) error values (< 0.003) given in Table 3 that the regression fits
are very accurate. We observe that the minimized COE, accomplished by the best performing turbines of
each rated-power class, is generally proportional to the negative 1.4-2.2 degree of the AWS.
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Figure 9. Variation of the minimized COE (given by the best performing turbines) with AWS: polynomial
regression fits
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Table 3. Details of the polynomial regression fits: Variation of minimized COE with AWS (for each turbine
class)

Rated-power class (MW) c1 c2 R2 value RMS error

0.60 1.190 -2.222 0.9720 0.0027

0.80 0.363 -1.746 0.9691 0.0015

0.85 0.447 -1.845 0.9741 0.0015

0.90 0.725 -2.028 0.9895 0.0012

1.25 0.526 -1.897 0.9797 0.0015

1.50 0.299 -1.684 0.9791 0.0011

1.60 0.414 -1.789 0.9722 0.0016

1.80 0.474 -1.796 0.9837 0.0013

2.00 0.239 -1.563 0.9792 0.0010

2.30 0.293 -1.676 0.9850 0.0009

2.60 0.369 -1.716 0.9753 0.0014

2.75 0.430 -1.769 0.9783 0.0015

3.00 0.184 -1.433 0.9784 0.0009

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the rotor diameter and the hub height (tower height) of the best performing
turbines (of each rated power class) for different AWS. It is seen from Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) that different
turbine variants were often selected from each rated-power class for different AWS values; this observation
is also evident from the cost illustration (Fig. 8). In the case of some of the higher rated-power turbines,
ones with greater rotor diameters and higher hub heights (generally more expensive) were generally preferred
for the low average wind speeds. For the majority of the other turbine classes, no such trend was readily
evident. It was observed before from Fig. 6 that even though direct-drive variants were available in the
0.90 MW rated-power class and they were the least expensive (Fig. 8), they were noticeably outperformed
in terms of COE by the best performing 0.80 MW turbines. This seemingly counterintuitive phenomena is
readily explained by the significantly smaller rotor diameters and the lower tower heights of the 0.90 MW
turbines (Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)), which restricts the amount of power these turbines can extract from the
wind (likely inferior power curves). This result is also evident from the observation that the lowest capacity
factors are accomplished (among all rated-power classes) by the best performing 0.90 MW turbines (Fig. 7).
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Figure 10. Features of the best performing turbines (of each rated power class) for different AWS

B. Turbine Suitability for the US Onshore Market

In this section, we explore the suitability (likely demand) of currently available turbines for the US market.
The overall market suitability of available turbines is represented in terms of the selection likelihood of
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the available turbine feature combinations (of rated power, rotor diameter, and hub height). The selection
likelihood of turbine feature combinations should be a function of:

1. how often different feature combinations were selected during the 13n wind farm optimizations;

2. what level of performance (in terms of COE) was offered by the best performing turbines (from each
rated-power class); and

3. the probability of occurrence of each of the n sample average wind speeds (for which farm optimization
was performed) over the US onshore market.

Therefore, we estimate the performance-based expected suitability (PES), S, of a turbine over the entire
range of wind resources as

Si =
n
∑

j=1

δji
COEj

min

COEj
i

where

δji =

{

1, if the ith turbine was selected for the jth sample AWS

0, if the ith turbine was not selected for the jth sample AWS

(13)

where the subscript i refers to the ith commercial turbine among the 131 allowed types (i.e. i = 1, 2, . . . , 131).
The parameter COEj

min represents the lowest value of the minimized COE accomplished (among all rated

power classes) for the jth sample AWS; the parameter, COEj
i represents the minimized COE accomplished

for the jth sample AWS, by the rated-power class to which the ith commercial turbine belongs. It is important
to note that we scale the suitability (of each rated-power class) using the relative COE values instead of
assigning values of 0 or 1, which provides helpful flexibility to the measure of suitability. In order to provide
measures of the likely market success (market suitability/demand), we scale the suitability indices (Si) by the
corresponding probability of the sample AWS in the concerned region - the US onshore market. Therefore,
the performance-based expected market suitability (PEMS) is estimated as

S̄i = PM

n
∑

j=1

δji
COEj

min

COEj
i

pjs (14)

where pjs represents the probability of occurrence of the jth sample AWS in the concerned market region
(onshore USA in this paper). The parameter PM represents total wind power potential in GW of the
concerned market region. According to Eq. 14, PEMS of a commercial turbine (S̄i) is expressed in terms
of the total Gigawatts of likely installation of that turbine in the concerned market. A total wind power
potential value of 10,459 GW at 80 m height for the contiguous USA (excluding Hawaii and Alaska), as
estimated by NREL,30 is used in this paper. Only windy land area with gross capacity factor > 30% at
80 m height is considered, which is based on the NREL wind map10 used in this paper (Fig. 1). NREL’s
estimate of the overall wind power potential of the contiguous USA excludes protected lands (e.g. national
parks and wilderness), and incompatible lands (e.g. urban, airports, wetland, and water features). For ease
of investigation, we assume that the overall distribution of AWS (wind regimes) in the included US onshore
land area is similar to that of the entire contiguous USA.

The performance-based expected market suitability (PEMS) of different turbine feature combinations for
the US market can be readily determined from the PEMS estimates of the best performing turbines (given
by Eq. 14). The PEMS of turbine feature combinations are illustrated in the form of bar diagrams in Figs.
11(a), 11(b), and 11(c), where each diagram involves two features for ease of illustration. It is observed from
Fig. 11(a) that turbines with “higher rated powers and larger rotor diameters” are the most favored among
available commercial variants. Interestingly though, “higher rated-power turbines with higher hub heights”
are far less favored by the US onshore conditions than some (not all) of the “small-medium rated power
turbines (approx. 0.8 MW and 1.5 MW) with higher hub heights” (Fig. 11(b)). This observation might
be attributed to the appreciable increase in tower costs with increasing height of the (likely large) higher
rated-power turbines – resulting from increased loading issues. At the same time, Fig. 11(c) shows that
“turbines with larger rotor diameter and similarly sized hub heights (approx. 100 m) are the most popular,
which again indicates that relatively higher tower heights are not favored for the larger turbines. Some of
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(a) Rated power and rotor diameter combinations

(b) Rated power and hub height combinations

(c) Rotor diameter and hub height combinations

Figure 11. Performance-based expected market suitability (PEMS) of commercially available turbine feature
combinations for the US onshore wind market
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the smaller turbines with rotor diameters ≤ 70 m and hub heights of approximately 75 m also displayed
reasonable market suitability.

It is important to note that the expected market suitability results (and observations) are not based on
theoretically feasible combinations of turbine features ; instead, they are based on the performances of tur-
bines that are currently available from major manufacturers. In addition, if the actual land-area available
for wind energy development in USA is considered (excluding protected and incompatible lands), the distri-
bution might shift towards higher AWS - which can affect the overall market suitability of turbine variants.
Nevertheless, considering that the geographical distribution of AWS over the entire contiguous USA has a
mean of 5.6 m/s at 80 m height (Fig. 1); a majority of the wind resource is therefore between AWSs of
4.5-7.0 m/s at 80 m height, i.e. wind classes 1-4 (low to medium wind resource strengths). Hence, it is not
surprising that overall, the higher rated-power turbines are preferred in the US onshore market. However, for
sites with wind classes higher than class-4 and/or complex terrain (or remote location), the relatively smaller
wind turbines will provide very competitive (and cost effective) performance. Hence, a growing market for
smaller wind turbines will (most likely) continue to co-exist with the increasing demand for larger wind
turbine systems.

IV. Conclusion

The performance of large scale engineering systems (such as wind turbines) is often guided by how well
they are suited for the local environmental conditions in which they operate. Therefore, in a geographically
large target market, the likely variety of environmental conditions demand systems with differing features
and performance capabilities. In the case of wind energy, the resource strength of wind varies significantly
from one region to another. In this paper, we explore what optimal performance can be obtained from the
best performing commercial turbines (when operating in a group/array) for different resource strength. The
estimated average wind speed (AWS) at a site is used to represent the resource strength, and cost of energy
(COE) is used to measure the wind farm performance. The Unrestricted Wind Farm Layout Optimization
(UWFLO) method is used to determine the optimal choice of turbines operating in an optimal arrangement
(farm layout) for each given AWS. A Rayleigh distribution of wind speed is determined from the AWS
to quantify the annual energy production. Optimal turbine choices (of different rated-power classes) are
obtained for a set of sample AWS values. A set of 131 currently available wind turbines belonging to 13
different rated-power classes are considered for selection.

Expectedly, it is found that at low AWS values the higher rated-power turbines provide significantly better
COE (on minimization) than the low rated-power turbines. However, for higher AWS values (particularly
above 8.0 m/s) the minimized COE accomplished by the best performing turbines of different rated-power
classes are close to each other. Interestingly, turbines with direct drive perform significantly better than
turbines with conventional gear-based drive-train. Hence, rated-power classes that do not offer direct-drive
turbines (among those allowed in this paper) provided significantly higher values of minimized COE; e.g., the
best performing 0.80 MW turbines (with direct drive available) provided lower minimized COE values than
the best performing turbines from the 0.85 MW, 1.25 MW, 1.60 MW, 1.80 MW, 2.60 MW, and 2.75 MW
classes (that did not offer direct-drive variants). This observation supports the ongoing industry shift from
conventional gear-based drive-train to direct-drive systems. The minimized COE accomplished by the best
performing turbines of each rated-power class is observed to follow an inverse polynomial trend with respect
to the AWS; regression functions are developed (using multiplicative surrogate model) to represent this trend.
Based on the optimization results, we explore the expected market demand/suitability of available turbine
feature combinations. Wind map digitization and a subsequent normal distribution is used to quantify the
geographical distribution of AWS over contiguous USA. The probability of the each sample AWS (for which
optimization is performed) over the contiguous USA is used to develop a measure of the performance-based
expected market suitability (PEMS) of the best performing turbines. The PEMS is represented in terms of
the Gigawatts of likely installation in the US onshore market. It is found that “higher rated-power turbines
with larger rotor diameters” are preferred more often. However, “higher rated-power turbines with taller
towers” are observed to likely have a lower market demand than some of the ”lower rated-power turbines
with tall towers”. This phenomenon can be attributed to the significantly higher costs of building taller
towers to support the larger (and generally heavier) nacelles of the higher rated-power turbines. It can be
concluded from this research that although higher rated-power turbines are more efficient in general, lower
rated-power turbines will continue to have a dedicated market, particularly for sites with higher wind class
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(above class-4) and/or complex terrain, and/or remote location.
The foundational methodology developed in this paper is uniquely helpful to explore the best performance

that can be accomplished by currently available turbines (for different resource conditions), and their likely
suitability for the growing US onshore market. Such a comprehensive method is primarily made possible
by the unique capabilities of the UWFLO framework. Nevertheless, there are other important aspects of
turbine selection - e.g. load bearing capacity of the turbine, site-based cost of transport and installation,
and performance history of the turbine in the concerned market - that should be considered to expand the
current work in more practically useful directions. Future research should also determine the distribution of
wind resource strengths (or AWSs) over the actual land-area available for wind projects in a target market,
instead of the entire geographical region. This (likely challenging) exploration should help us take a giant
leap forward in realizing the true potential of onshore wind energy development in the US energy market
and the necessary evolution of commercial turbine feature combinations (to meet that potential).
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